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Just the steps you need to get going with Vista today!
   

   Simple steps...   

   ...for great results   

   Move a File or Folder    

	Right-click Start menu button and choose Explore.    
	In the resulting Windows Explorer window (see Figure 3-8), double-click a folder or series of folders to locate the file that you want to move. 
	Take the following action:
 Click and drag the file to another folder in the Folders pane on the left side of the window. If you right-click and drag, you are offered the options of moving or copying the item when you place it via the shortcut menu that appears. 


   Get Ready To    

	Use built-in Windows applications    
	Manage files and folders    
	Get online safely    
	Set up a network    
	Use anti-virus and anti-spyware tools    
	Play games, music, and slide shows    




       About the Author
   Nancy Muir has written over 50 books on topics ranging from desktop applications to online safety and distance learning. She has also contributed articles to several national magazines on topics such as distance learning and home design. Prior to her freelance career, Nancy worked in the software and book publishing industries and has taught technical writing at the university level. She holds a certificate in distance learning design.
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Create Your Own Employee Handbook: A Legal and Practical GuideNolo, 2003
Whether your business has a few employees or several thousand, providing them with a handbook that spells out your company's benefits, policies and procedures makes great sense, practically and legally.
Create Your Own Employee Handbook provides all the information and policies managers, HR professionals and business owners need to create their...
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Oracle SQL DeveloperPackt Publishing, 2016

	Learn Database design, development,and administration using the feature-rich SQL Developer 4.1 interface


	About This Book

	
		Explore all the SQL Developer 4.1 features useful for Oracle database developers, architects, and administrators
	
		Understand how this free tool from Oracle has evolved...
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Handbook on Decision Support Systems 1: Basic Themes (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2008

	Decision support systems comprise a core subject area of the information systems

	(IS) discipline, being one of several major expansions that have occurred in the IS

	field. The decision support system (DSS) area, as a subject of research and

	practice, continues to grow along ever-widening horizons – often blending with

	other...
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Advanced Engineering MathematicsCL-Engineering, 2006

	Through previous editions, Peter O'Neil has made rigorous engineering mathematics topics accessible to thousands of students by emphasizing visuals, numerous examples, and interesting mathematical models. Advanced Engineering Mathematics features a greater number of examples and problems and is fine-tuned throughout to improve the clear...
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Digital Signal Processing (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	A significant revision of a best-selling text for the introductory digital signal processing course. This book presents the fundamentals of discrete-time signals, systems, and modern digital processing and applications for students in electrical engineering, computer engineering, and computer science.The book is suitable...
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Image Processing in CCMP Books, 1994

	This book is a tutorial on image processing. Each chapter explains basic

	concepts with words and figures, shows image processing results with pho-

	tographs, and implements the operations in C. Information herein comes

	from articles published in The C/C++ Users Journal from 1990 through

	1998 and from the first edition of this book...
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